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REMARKS ON SECOND-ORDER QUADRATIC SYSTEMS IN
ALGEBRAS

ART SAGLE, KLAUS SCHMITT

Abstract. This paper is an addendum to our earlier paper [8], where a sys-
tematic study of quadratic systems of second order ordinary differential equa-

tions defined in commutative algebras was presented. Here we concentrate on
special solutions and energy considerations of some quadratic systems defined

in algebras which need not be commutative, however, we shall throughout as-

sume the algebra to be associative. We here also give a positive answer to
an open question, concerning periodic motions of such systems, posed in our

earlier paper.

1. Introduction

Let A be a finite dimensional normed vector space over the field of real or complex
numbers. For

X : (a, b) ⊆ (−∞,∞)→ A,
we write, as usual,

Ẋ :=
dX

dt
, Ẍ :=

dẊ

dt
.

Let us assume that A is an algebra, i.e. there is a multiplication defined in A,
denoted by juxtaposition

A× A 7→ A,
(X,Y ) 7→ XY, ∀X,Y ∈ A,

which is bilinear and continuous, making it right and left distributive with respect
to addition, i.e.

(X + Y )Z = XZ + Y Z, X(Y + Z) = XY +XZ, ∀X,Y, Z ∈ A,
and homogeneus of degree 1 in each variable, i.e., for all scalars λ,

(λX)(Y ) = λ(XY ), X(λY ) = λ(XY ), ∀X,Y ∈ A.
We shall also assume that A is an associative algebra, i.e.

(XY )Z = X(Y Z), ∀X,Y, Z ∈ A.
A second-order quadratic differential equation on A is of the form

Ẍ(t)±XX =: Ẍ(t)±X2 = 0.
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It follows from standard existence proofs in the theory of ordinary differential equa-
tions, that initial value problems of the form

Ẍ(t)±X2 = 0, X(0) = A, Ẋ(0) = B,

are uniquely solvable for all A,B ∈ A, and solutions are extendable to maximal
intervals of existence (cf. [3, 4]).

As pointed out in [8], differential equations in algebras have been studied exten-
sively in recent years (see e.g. [5, 6, 7, 11]).

Motivating examples are given by the Henon-Heiles system [2, 10] and by ele-
mentary problems such as given by the equation

Ẍ + aX2 = 0 (1.1)

in the algebra R of real numbers. By a change in time scale, this equation is no
more general than

Ẍ ±X2 = 0, (1.2)
where + is chosen in case a is a positive constant and − in case a is negative. This
equation has first integrals given by

3Ẋ2 ± 2X3 = k,

where k a constant, the solution of which may be analyzed using phase plane meth-
ods (or direct integration) [3, 4, 10]. For a commutative algebra (i.e. multiplication
is commutative) A, a similar calculation leads to first order nonlinear equations (see
[8]). It is the purpose of this paper to supplement the results of [8] by several ob-
servations concerning special solutions and energies associated with equation (1.2),
where the equations live in the given algebra A.

Also, as follows from the considerations to come, the abstract treatment for the
two equations, is similar in both cases, and we hence shall restrict to the case of
the equation

Ẍ +X2 = 0, (1.3)
and obtain results, mutatis mutandis, for the other.

2. Some observations

Let D : A → A be a bounded derivation (see [9]), then, by definition, D is a
bounded linear map, which also satisfies

D(XY ) = D(X)Y +XD(Y ), ∀X,Y ∈ A.
The set of all bounded derivations on an algebra A, denoted by D, is known to be
an algebra, as well, where multiplication is defined by the Lie bracket, i.e.

[D1, D2] := D1D2 −D2D1, ∀D1, D2 ∈ D,
and DiDj is the composition of Di with Dj .

It then follows immediately (see [9]) that etD (given by the power series) is an
automorphism of A, i.e.

etD(XY ) = etD(X)etD(Y ), ∀X,Y ∈ A, ∀t ∈ R.
This observation is crucial for most of our considerations to follow and we shall
present here a short proof, based on the existence uniqueness principal for linear
differential equations; to this end, let us denote by

Z(t) := etD(XY ), W (t) := etD(X)etD(Y ).
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Then, since the linear map D commutes with its exponential etD, and since D is a
derivation, we obtain, by differentiation (note that the product rule of differentia-
tion prevails!)

Ż(t) = DetD(XY ) = DZ(t),

Ẇ (t) = DetD(X)etD(Y ) + etD(X)DetD(Y ),

Z(0) = XY = W (0).

But

DetD(X)etD(Y ) + etD(X)DetD(Y )

= etD(D(X)etD(Y ) +XDetD(Y ))

= etDD(XetDY )

= D(etD(X)etD(Y ))

= DW (t).

Hence, both Z and W satisfy the same (linear) differential equation and the same
initial conditions, hence must equal by the uniqueness theorem.

If we consider the differential equation

Ẍ +X2 = 0 (2.1)

in the algebra A, and D is a bounded derivation on A, we have the following
proposition.

Proposition 2.1. X(t) := etDP , is the solution of (2.1) with

X(0) = P, Ẋ(0) = DP

if and only if,
D2P + P 2 = 0. (2.2)

Proof. For X(t), as given above, we compute

Ẍ +X2 = D2etDP + etDPetDP = etD(D2P + P 2),

since etD is an automorphism and D and etD commute. Since etD is nonsingular,
the result follows. �

3. A first special case

At this point it is instructive to consider examples of derivations on associative,
but non commutative, algebras A. For A, as given, define D : A→ A by

D(X) := AX −XA, (3.1)

where A ∈ A is a given nonzero element. We have the following proposition, which
easily follows from the definitions and the fact that A is associative.

Proposition 3.1. Let A be an associative algebra and let A ∈ A be given. Then
D, defined by (3.1), is a bounded derivation on A.

Thus, if D is defined by (3.1), equation (2.2) becomes

A(AP )−A(PA)− (AP )A+ (PA)A+ P 2 = 0,

and, since multiplication is associative

A2P − 2APA+ PA2 + P 2 = 0; (3.2)
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in any case, the above reduces to study the equation

L(P ) + P 2 = 0 (3.3)

in the algebra A, where L is a bounded linear map L : A→ A.

Remark 3.2. While it cannot be asserted that this equation always has a nontrivial
solution P , many particular cases can be constructed. For example, if A is the
algebra of n × n matrices, with respect to the usual multiplication (also for the
so-called circle and bracket multiplication), then all derivations are of the form
(3.1) and hence, if n > 1, nonzero elements A exist for which this equation has
nontrivial solutions. It is therefore of interest to seek such exponential solutions
and study some of their properties. We note that equation (3.3), and more generally
equation (2.2), may be analyzed using the fact that L and D2 are bounded linear
maps, whose kernels and cokernels may be determined and thus both equations
may be written as a system of coupled equations for which sufficient conditions
for the nontrivial solvability may be obtained. Furthermore, if it is the case that
equation (3.3) is given by equation (3.1), we may think of A ∈ A as a parameter
and, since (3.1) has P = 0 as a solution for all such A, one may apply the method
of Lyapunov-Schmidt, at those points A, where L is singular and seek nontrivial
solution branches P = P (A) via bifurcation theory. See, for example [1].

The interested reader may easily construct examples of equations (3.2) where
nontrivial solutions exist. For example, in the case that the algebra A consists of
the 2× 2 matrices with the usual matrix multiplication, the matrix

A =
(

0 0
0 1

)
will furnish such.

4. Periodic motions

Assuming that again D is a derivation on the algebra A and that P ∈ A solves
the equation (2.2) nontrivially we may ask whether the motion

X(t) = eDtP

is a periodic motion. This will be the case, whenever there exists T > 0 and P ∈ A
such that

eD(t+T )P = eDtP, t ∈ R,
or equivalently whenever

eDTP = P,

i.e., whenever T is such that the operator eDT : A → A has 1 as an eigenvalue
with associated eigenvector P . We shall provide here such an example of a three
dimensional commutative algebra over the complex field. Let us assume that the
commutative algebra A is spanned by the vectors E1, E2, E3 satisfying the multi-
plication rule:

E1Ei = Ei, i = 1, 2, 3, E2E3 = E1, E2
2 = E2

3 = 0.

If then
X = x1E1 + x2E2 + x3E3, Y = y1E1 + y2E2 + y3E3,

we obtain

XY = (x1y1 + x2y3 + x3y2)E1 + (x2y1 + x1y2)E2 + (x3y1 + x1y3)E3.
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We next define the linear mapping, relative to the given basis, D : A → A, by the
matrix

D :=

0 0 0
0 λ 0
0 0 −λ

 ,

where λ is a scalar. An easy computation shows that D, so defined is a derivation
whose eigenvalues are 0, λ, −λ with associated eigenvectors given by the basis
elements E1, E2, E3. Equation (2.2) becomes (with P =

∑3
i=1 piEi)

p2
1 + 2p2p3 = 0

λ2p2 + 2p1p2 = 0

λ2p3 + 2p1p3 = 0,

(4.1)

the nontrivial solutions of which are

P = −λ
2

2
E1 + p2E2 −

λ4

8p2
E3,

and

P = −λ
2

2
E1 −

λ4

8p3
E2 + p3E3.

These considerations imply that if we chose λ = iω then the corresponding ex-
ponential solutions will be periodic of period T = 2π

ω , and, in general have the
form

X(t) = −λ
2

2
E1 + p2e

λtE2 −
λ4

8p2
e−λtE3, p2 ∈ C \ {0}

and

X(t) = −λ
2

2
E1 −

λ4

8p3
eλtE2 + p3e

−λtE3, p3 ∈ C \ {0}.

Remark 4.1. Note that the above example provides a partial answer to [8, Con-
jecture 5.1].

5. Energy considerations

If X(t) is a solution of (2.1) we define (motivated by the case of A = R) the
energy of the solution

E(X, Ẋ) := 3(Ẋ)2 + 2X3. (5.1)
We have the following proposition.

Proposition 5.1. Let D be a derivation in A and let X(t) = etDP be a solution
of (2.1). Let E, given by (5.1), be the associated energy. Then

DE ≡ 0, i.e. E ∈ kerD,

if and only if
P 2D(P )− 2PD(P )P +D(P )P 2 = 0.

To see the above, we compute

DE(etDP,DetDP ) = −etD(P 2D(P )− 2PD(P )P +D(P )P 2), (5.2)

using the fact that X(t) is a solution of (1.2), that D is a derivation and that etD

is an automorphism. In fact, for such solutions, the above calculations show that

DE(X, Ẋ) = −(X2D(X)− 2XD(X)X +D(X)X2). (5.3)
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Remark 5.2. If A is a commutative algebra, then D(E) = 0 for all such exponential
solutions.

Corollary 5.3. Let D be a derivation in the associative algebra A and let X(t) =
etDP be a solution of (1.2). Let E be the associated energy, i.e.

E := 3Ẋ2 + 2X3.

Then DE ≡ 0, whenever
PD(P ) = D(P )P.

And, if D is given by (3.1), this is the case, whenever

2APA = P 2A+AP 2,

and in particular, if
D(P ) = AP − PA = 0.

To prove the above corollary use formula (5.2). We may summarize the above
in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.4. Let A be an associative algebra as above and let A ∈ A be given,
defining the derivation D(P ) = AP −PA. Then X(t) = eDtP is a solution of (2.1)
satisfying DE ≡ 0, where E is the energy given by (5.2), whenever

P 3A− 3P (PA−AP )P = 0.

We noted above that solutions X of (2.1) which are given by X(t) = eDtP satisfy
also the equation

Ẋ = D(X).

We may then compute
d

dt
(XD(X)−D(X)X),

where this expression is given by

ẊD(X) +X
d

dt
(D(X))− d

dt
(D(X))X −D(X))Ẋ;

we also have
d

dt
(D(X)) = Ẍ,

and
Ẍ = −X2.

Hence we obtain
d

dt
(XD(X)−D(X)X) ≡ 0

and thus

XD(X)−D(X)X ≡ constant

= X(0)D(X(0))−D(X(0))X(0)

= PD(P )−D(P )(P ).

Hence, it follows from (5.3) that DE ≡ 0, whenever the initial conditions P and
D(P ) commute. Of course, this may also easily be deduced from the fact that such
solutions are given as exponentials.
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Remark 5.5. We note here also the very general fact that in an associative algebra,
if X is a solution of equation (2.1) with

X(0)Ẋ(0) = Ẋ(0)X(0),

then
X(t)Ẋ(t) = Ẋ(t)X(t),

for all t in the interval of existence of the solution.

6. More on energies

If we are given a non degenerate, symmetric, bilinear form

C : A× A→ R,
we shall measure the associativity of A through the metric induced by the form C
(the C associator) as

γ(X,Y, Z) := C(XY,Z)− C(X,Y Z), ∀X,Y, Z ∈ A
and use it to measure the system’s energy. In particular, C is called associa-
tive, whenever γ(X,Y, Z) = 0 for all X,Y, Z ∈ A and nondegenerate, whenever
C(U, V ) = 0 for all V ∈ A, implies U = 0. In particular, Jordan algebras of
symmetric matrices have such associative forms (see. e.g. [9]) given by

C(U, V ) := traceL(UV ),

where the left multiplication

L(Z) : A→ A, X 7→ ZX.

For such L(X) its adjoint L(X)C relative to the form C is given by

C(L(X)U, V ) = C(U,L(X)CV ), ∀U, V ∈ A.
One calls L(X) symmetric whenever L(X) = L(X)C , and a simple calculation
shows that if L(X) is symmetric then the form C must be associative. Furthermore
we may easily show that

d

dt
C(X,X2) = 3C(Ẋ,X2).

If now X is a solution of (2.1), then

0 = C(Ẋ, 0) = C(Ẋ, Ẍ +X2)

=
d

dt
(
1
2
C(Ẋ, Ẋ) +

1
3
C(X,X2)).

Thus the energy

E :=
1
2
C(Ẋ, Ẋ) +

1
3
C(X,X2)

is constant, say E ≡ E0. These observations together with some simple calculations
(to follow) yield the following result.

Proposition 6.1. Let C be a nondegenerate bilinear form on A. Then the energy

E :=
1
2
C(Ẋ, Ẋ) +

1
3
C(X,X2)

is constant on the solution curves of (1.2) whenever C is an associative form.
Conversely, if the energy E is constant along solution curves of (1.2) then

γ(X,X, Ẋ) = C(X2, Ẋ)− C(X,XẊ) ≡ 0,
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i.e. C is left associative along solution curves.

The first part of the proposition was established above. The second part follows
from the following calculations:

dE

dt
= C(Ẋ, Ẍ) +

1
3

(C(Ẋ,X2) + C(X, 2XẊ))

= C(Ẋ,−X2) +
1
3

(C(Ẋ,X2) + 2C(X,XẊ))

= −2
3

(C(X2, Ẋ)− C(X,XẊ))

= −2
3
γ(X,X, Ẋ)

and hence, if E is constant along solution curves γ(X,X, Ẋ) = 0.

7. More remarks and extensions

(1) From what has been discussed above, we note that considering equation (2.1)
in the algebra A subject to initial conditions

X(0) = P, Ẋ(0) = D(P ),

where D is a bounded derivation on A, and where (P,D) lives on the manifold

M := {(P,D) ∈ A× D : D2(P ) + P 2 = 0},

is simply equivalent to the study of the initial value problem

Ẋ = D(X), X(0) = P,

for (P,D) in this manifold.
This remark lets us immediately extend the above considerations to the more

general problems

Ẍ +Q(X) = 0, X(0) = P, Ẋ(0) = D(P ),

where Q : A → A is a polynomial with scalar coefficients and (P,D) is in the
manifold

M := {(P,D) ∈ A× D : D2(P ) +Q(P ) = 0},
or even more general equations of higher order and/or containing terms of powers
of Ẋ.

(2) Let us consider the case that

X : Rn → A, x := (x1, x2, . . . , xn) 7→ X(x) ∈ A

and L is a second order differential operator (for given linear maps li,j : A → A),
given by

L :=
∑
i,j

li,j
∂2

∂xi∂xj
, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n.

Let us consider the differential equation

LX +X2 = 0 (7.1)

in the algebra A, and let D be a derivation on A. Then for any k ∈ Rn the mapping

e(k·x)D : A→ A
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(k·x is the scalar product of k and x) is an endomorphism and we may use arguments
as used before to find special solutions of (7.1) which are of the form

X(x) = e(k·x)DP, P ∈ A.
The calculations will be straightforward.
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